Can U.S. Get to a Deal?
• There are some points in common
• Surprising consensus on corporate tax rates in particular
• And agreement that international system is unstable and must be fixed in ways that eliminate lock-out
• Weaker consensus that business tax reform cannot be a substantial revenue generator
• But zero chance of consensus around larger revenue targets
• Can business tax reform move separately?
• Technical issues of distinguishing labor from capital income
• Substantial differences in approaches to international income • CEN contemplates that U.S. firm will not prefer the Irish over a U.S. investment
• Political goals
• CON (as per D&H) deprecates that concern (someone somewhere will make the U.S. investment) and emphasizes that U.S. firm should not be outbid by German firm just because latter enjoys a territorial tax system for its FDI
• But if one wants a fair auction, CEN and CON really are complementary. US firm's priorities should not change (CEN) and US should not be taxdisadvantaged vis a vis German firm (CON)
The Hypothetical Auction (Again)
• Now imagine that after-tax rates of return are the same everywhere, because domestic buyers are the marginal buyers, but MNEs enjoy stateless income • In that world, a U.S. MNE will prefer acquiring a target in a high tax foreign country over domestic investment • The auction is now distorted, in that tax considerations change the US firm's priorities -And to say that a foreign firm will make the 'missing' domestic investment now misses the mark -First, ownership neutrality has not been achieved, only (perhaps) investment neutrality -Second, foreign MNE investment in the US as source country is susceptible of stateless income planning, and hence revenue loss Policy Implications
• Ideal territorial tax means suppressing stateless income -OECD BEPS project is holding back the sea with a broom -Can we ever get source (economic nexus) of income right?
• Section 954(h) is lone success story, but no one wants to replicate that -And do we really believe one-world after-tax yield story?
-Are countries really willing to abandon tax mercantilism?
• And also interest expense allocation You Really Want to Get Source Right?
• § 954(h) (the "active finance exception) is a rare example of successful source policing
• But look what it requires -CFC must be predominantly engaged in finance business and must directly conduct substantial activity with respect thereto
• "Predominantly engaged" means > 70% of income from financing business
• "Substantial activity" means conducting substantially all the activities needed to operate a "customer" business, from beginning to end -And then only "qualified income" is covered
• Income from non-U.S. local customers where substantially all activities are conducted by home office in home country, or QBU in QBU country
• Income treated as earned in home country (or QBU country) for purposes of that country's tax laws
• 30%+ of income must be from 3 rd party business in home (or QBU) country
• And still more stringent rules for cross-border lending • Requires thinking about theory of corporate tax -Corporate tax justifiable as a withholding tax on shareholders -WW taxation of individual residents is an accepted norm -U.S. still can treat a US corporation as a good proxy for US people -roughly 85% overlap -Foreign control in Canadian economy overall ~ 29% of revenue, ~47% in manufacturing
